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Crusaders are a combination of the ectomorphic and mesomorphic bodies and they sit on the HealthType circle 
between 30 and 90 degrees. 

This style of development results in a medium sized, lean frame in a rectangular or V shape, with small wrists 
and ankles, and generally an oval shaped face. They achieve a toned physique easily but may struggle when 
trying to build lots of muscle. If they carry extra weight it is likely to be around the midsection. 

Watch the video below to learn all about the Crusader - how they naturally eat, play, think, thrive, live and love. 
Use the notes template on the following page to hand-write your notes and enhance your learning and retention 
of the content.

THE
CRuSaDER BODY

CRUSADER
HEALTHTYPE

THE CRUSADER HEALTHTYPE
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Like all HealthTypes, there is a variety of bodies with similar features that fit within the Crusader range as 
illustrated in the image above.

The diagrams below indicate the fat and muscle distribution of the Crusader male and female in various cases. 

  30     45    60    75   90

When you think of the Crusader, think of a horse - structured, quite rigid and will go and go and go without 
regard for anything else until they are finished. Once a Crusader is on a mission, it has it’s blinkers on and, be 
it physical or mental, there will be no stopping until the goal is achieved or something more important comes 
along. 

The hormone that has the most impact on this HealthType is Dopamine and it is this hormone that rewards 
achievement and fuels their drive. Success creates repetition and they will often crave the highly addictive 
feeling dopamine can give. Dopamine in the basal ganglia influences movement. When there is a deficiency in 
dopamine, movements may become delayed and uncoordinated (think Parkinson’s Disease), while an excess of 
dopamine may result in unnecessary movements or tics. Low D2 receptor-binding is found in people with social 
anxiety or social phobia, while high levels may result in mania, obsessive focus, or addictive behavior. 

UNDERWEIGHT        NORMAL               UNTONED         OVERWEIGHT            TONED UNDERWEIGHT       NORMAL             UNTONED         OVERWEIGHT           TONED
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The more they achieve the better a Crusader feels, however these achievements must contribute to something 
meaningful for the Crusader feel an overall sense of achievement and wellbeing in life. Increased serotonin in 
the brain (leading to a feeling of satisfaction) can lead to an inhibition of dopamine (drive), which is why the 
dopamine-driven Crusader rarely tends to feel fully satisfied. 

The Crusader is emotionally stable, can be obsessive over progress, and highly focused and motivated - so much 
so that others may perceive them as unemotional or not caring. Dopamine also restrains prolactin production, 
so the more dopamine there is, the less prolactin is released. This tends to explain why goal-driven Crusaders 
tend to have difficulty being emotionally available and caring towards their family when also focused on work, 
but encouraging Crusaders to take time off work for Prolactin-like things can put things in balance quite easily. 

In addition,dopamine serves as a precursor to adrenaline, potentially explaining why clear goals should provide 
healthy Crusaders that rush to cross the finish line and function well under fight or flight stress, as long as 
the target is visible. Using their adrenaline reserves as they work towards their goal allows them to replenish 
their dopamine tanks. This is one of the important reasons why goals and achievement are so important for a 
Crusader, and why they naturally gravitate towards productivity and the sense of achievement.

http://healthtype.org/
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The Crusader digestive system may not cause obvious signs of disruption however once a Crusader personalizes 
their food lifestyle they will often see and feel noticeable beneficial changes like reduced discomfort and bloating. 

You may have noticed that the Crusader body loves efficiency - this is true in all aspects of life - even nutrition. 
Well cooked foods are important, especially meats to assist in efficient digestion. The Crusader can often 
become deficient in minerals and foods that are pre-digested with marinades or by slow cooking allow the 
least impediment for the body to access nutrients. This enables this particular body to procure, synthesize 
and distribute the nutrients it needs efficiently and effectively. A diet rich in minerals improves the health of 
a Crusader for example, including mineral-rich water, fruits and vegetables. A sluggish mind, low physical 
energy, and feeling down can be the result when Crusaders are not receiving the minerals they need. Crusader 
bodies are also prone to low levels of calcium (or calcium dysmetabolism) and excess buildup of calcium 
deposits, hence they are often supported with sources of organic calcium combined with vitamin D in their 
dietary recommendations. 

The Crusader is curious and will always seek answers which means they may not be fully committed to an 
eating regime until they know the WHYs. Using an app like Shae or ShaeFit where each personalised food 
recommendation is justified with evidence-based research is helpful to satisfy the skepticism and help support 
compliance. 

The brain of a Crusader is highly stimulated and sensitive, having lots of energy focused in this area during 
development of the ectoderm. That means alcohol, caffeine, drugs and processed sugars are not recommended 
for the Crusader and may actually be classified as toxic for this body. Many Crusaders will drink coffee to 
aid in their cognitive function and get the most out of every day, but when a Crusader removes coffee from 
their lifestyle, they commonly find they become much more focused and productive. Alcohol, coffee, drugs 
and sugars are harmful to their brains. This vulnerability makes them more prone to diseases of the brain and 
nervous system.

HOW A 
CRUSADER EATS
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Fuelling the Crusader body over the course of a day is different to other bodies due to the hormonal needs 
and natural energy release. 

Chart 1.1 depicts the standard energy levels of the 
ectomorphic body over the course of a day in colour 
and then the ideal fuel input is shaded. Notice that the 
patterns of these two sets of data maintain a consistent 
level throughout the day. 

The Crusader requires consistent fuel all day because 
of the high amount of energy constantly burned by their 
brain and body. Moderate-sized meals plus snacks in 
between are the most effective way to maintain this fuel 
supply.

TIME IDEAL FOOD SUGGESTION

6-9am A moderate-sized breakfast between 6-9am including complex carbohydrates, healthy 
omegas, protein and antioxidants

10am Mid-morning snack 

11am-1pm Well cooked lunch between 11am-1pm with protein, soft vegetables and 
carbohydrates

3pm An afternoon snack around 3pm

6-8pm Evening meal between 6-8pm including well cooked protein, carbohydrates and green 
leafy vegetables while minimizing salt and fat

Chart 1.1 Ectomorphic energy and fuel patterns
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The Crusader body is ideally built for continuous, rhythmic movement, using the whole body, over an extended 
period of time without too much sudden change. Activities like cycling, running, spinning, football, stairmaster, 
and ocean swimming are preferable to satiate this inherent need. The Crusader body has a low adaptation to 
change so sports or exercise where they can lock in a pace, and keep it, work best so that they are prepared for 
what is ahead. 

The Crusader is a hard-gainer and finds best results weight training symmetrically and isokinetically, through 
a full range of motion. Rotational movements through the chest, like cable woodchoppers, allow for spinal 
mobility and failure-based reps and sets are ideal. The Crusader may find satisfaction and results from pushing 
5 seconds into fatigue to increase the apparent pressure. 

A strong core is very important for the Crusader body to assist in stabilizing the spine throughout all movements. 
Suspension training is particularly effective for the Crusader due to it’s challenging nature and workout sessions 
should feature core exercises prior to large-lever movements like squats. 

Exercise 5 times a week is optimal, with 3 sessions at a moderate to high intensity and 2 focusing on flexibility 
and mobility. Workouts durations ideally are 30-60 minutes or more. Running, cycling, swimming, HIIT, 
moderate- to high-rep failure-based dropset or superset weights, calisthenics, circuit training including high 
intensity calf plyometrics are suitable for intense days and mobility days may prefer the use of Yoga or Tai Chi 
based exercises or similar.

To avoid injury, the Crusader should: 
• Warm up precisely including neck, hands, wrists and side steps for achilles and patella tendon. 
• Avoid neck flexion in the cool down and post-workout stretching should include feet and ankles, calves, 

hamstrings, back, shoulders and neck.
• Ensure hamstrings remain flexible.
• Track and measure their progress.

HOW A 
CruSADER PLAyS
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The Crusader is a critical thinker, skeptical and in need of proof and logic. Detail and accuracy is key as 
the ability to understand everything allows them to strategically evaluate situations and consider all available 
options. 

A Crusader thinks in the future however may need to remove their blinkers to be able to see the big picture 
clearly and often needs to reassess their day-to-day goals to account for realistic expectations. They have an 
insatiable curiosity which feeds their drive for learning and they enjoy a challenge however prefer routine, 
predictability and reliability. Crusaders are dependable and responsible and willingly accept responsibility and 
they can also become rigid, stubborn, insensitive or demanding of themselves and others. 

Crusaders naturally create and implement strategies and direct work flow - whether at work or in a personal 
arena. They will generally persist until they find success in what they do and may find it easier when working 
with a supportive system and with access to proper tools and adequate space.

HOW A 
CRUSADER tHINKS

Above all else, a sense of purpose is an absolute necessity 
to maintain a Crusader’s wellbeing. Having a growth 
pathway or control over their direction is important - and 
without this can lead to much inner turmoil. 

The Crusader will prioritize their purpose and will 
constantly re-prioritise daily happenings in accordance 
with changes they need to make or additional data that 
they receive. Protocols and processes like to-do lists 
make daily life much more efficient and satisfying for 
the Crusader - not only can they check things off when 
complete but they can also track the progress at a glance. 

http://healthtype.org/
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Crusaders are naturally independent, prefer to be the leader, and will follow their own lead while they learn from 
their mistakes. They have a future-directed mind and are capable of big-picture thinking but direction and a clear 
growth pathway are musts in their chosen career. Crusaders become stressed when working under constraints, 
where their ability to influence, grow, and change things based on how they believe is best is restricted. They 
can become ill if they have a job where their ideas don’t seem to matter, or in an environment over which they 
have no control. 

A Crusader’s mind is rarely at rest. Most of their energy is consumed by their brain. In general, Crusaders are 
heavy thinkers, idea creators and interpreters of data. They tend to be specific and methodical when working on 
a task, project, or pursuing a goal, are structure-oriented people and love to problem solve, create new projects 
or build businesses.  

An idea generator, and talented strategist, the Crusader easily delegates, manages and works well independently 
and with a team but, above all, the Crusader needs purpose in their work. Whether it’s providing for their 
family, giving back to their community, climbing the corporate ladder or changing the world, a Crusader’s 
work does not have to be fun. It does need to be meaningful, important or productive, and they are able to work 
under demanding conditions due to their ability to focus for long periods of time, even if the work requires the 
Crusader to spend days, weeks, or even months alone. They tend to be able to control and apportion emotional 
energy,  and even sacrifice a lot to achieve what they believe they must, however, they can burnout and become 
depressed. They are willing to take risks and make large efforts to create their ideas. 

Like all HealthTypes, the Crusader has the opportunity to maximize their skills across most industries. Crusaders 
succeed as business leaders, medical doctors, academic professors, and research scientists and thrive in careers 
that require critical thinking, interpretation of ideas and concepts, and quick thinking on their feet. Their pursuits 
often require a deep knowledge base that is challenging and requires innovation, sharing opinions, and giving 
direction. 

HOW A 
CRUSADER tHRIVES
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The ideal environment for a Crusader is warm with a constant supply of fresh air. Stuffy environments like smoke, 
pollution, mugginess and excessive carbon dioxide can lead to headaches and neck tension for the Crusader. 
The Crusader can be very sensitive to the cold and this will inhibit their cognitive and physical function leading 
to a very unhappy, unproductive Crusader. Where a Crusader chooses to be in cold temperatures, like a skiing 
break or ice bath can be beneficial solely due to the purpose or the reason why they are there - if it allows them 
to achieve their goals it can be helpful temporarily.   

Even though a Crusader may benefit form a tidy, organized and minimalistic environment, unless cleaning is a 
priority it will generally fall into a state of untidiness or disrepair. 

Good working ergonomics is important for the Crusader as much of their life is spent focused on work. Standing 
desks, adjustable laptop stands, wireless keyboards, dictation software and any other gadget that makes life 
more efficient are welcome and appreciated assets. 

A great way for a Crusader to quickly relieve tension is to take a 2 minute walk in time with a metronome at 120 
beats per minute.  Other options to de-stress might be to:

 Stretch the neck. The  crusader body tends to have a flatter curve through the neck and the muscles at 
the back of the neck have a tendency to tighten. This can restrict blood flow to the top of the head and releasing 
these muscles can help to release tension through your head. 

 Put things in order. Take a few minutes or half a day to clean the immediate environment, put things 
away, write down goals, sort out the calendar, etc. Unload everything and make sure that it is in physical and 
mental order, especially items or solutions that are future-based.

 Defocus. Take a walk uphill (to give an extra sense of achievement), forest bathe, listen to alpha waves 
or do something entirely different. It may be best to avoid meditating during stressful times as it may intensify 
the stress instead of providing relief. 

HOW A 
CRUSADER LIVES
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We likened the Crusader to a horse - and, just like a horse, the Crusader may be perceived as status-driven and 
stand-offish. Their emotional stability as we have mentioned can lead others to think they are devoid of emotion 
but in fact the Crusader loves deeply - the difference is in the way that they show their love. This commonly 
comes in the form of approval, commitment and intellectual support. 

The Crusader does not require positive affirmations from other people and, unless they are aware of that need 
in others, won’t naturally often it. Communication issues can arise between Crusader relationships when both 
parties do not understand each others’ needs. Luckily, the Crusader readily gives honest, direct communication 
and feedback so these issues can be resolved quickly once they appear. 

They interact well with most HealthTypes but are more comfortable with logical people than those they find fun, 
but unpredictable and illogical. Crusaders are challenged by other Crusaders for their logic and their drive for 
leadership which can become a positive or negative competitive challenge. The Crusader does not necessarily 
like to be alone, but they often appreciate alone time.

As a parent, a Crusader may show their love by encouraging learning, critical thinking, gaining proof and self-
sufficiency.

As a partner, the Crusader might connect through shared goals or providing for their loved ones. 

As a child, the Crusader may share their love by observing, imparting information, and communicating directly.

The Crusader blends well in most social circumstances however prefer to spend their time with a significant 
other, close friends, or with small groups of like-minded people. They will likely extricate themselves from or 
avoid occasions of extended meaningless banter unless it aligns with their purpose.

HOW A 
CRUSADER LOVES
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LIFESTYLE PRIORITY 1 2 3 4 5 6

CRUSADER THINK THRIVE LIVE PLAY EAT LOVE

TROUBLESHOOTING
LIFESTYLE
A Crusader may tend to: 

 Overtrain or overwork

Ensure that the Crusader tracks their progress, maintains realistic goals and consistently re-assesses their 
priorities to ensure everything is aligned with optimal performance.

 

 Sacrifice health in order to achieve goals

Remind the Crusader that they can be far more productive with a healthy, optimally functioning body and mind.

 

 Let other areas of life slide in pursuit of their goals

Ensure that the Crusader and the people in their life understand the HealthTypes - what drives them, what they 
require and how they show their love.

Each of the HealthTypes has a tendency to respond most heartily to one of more of the specific epigenetic areas, 
depending on their current state of health. For the Crusader, the Lifestyle Priority order is:

This simply means that the Crusader will respond the fastest to goal setting and a clearly defined pathway to 
achievement. When their mind is engaged, the next area that will have the greatest impact is their genius - 
ensuring that their purpose is meaningful. This continues down the list of Lifestyle Priorities, with Social still 
making an impact on the Crusader’s overall health, but comparatively the least amount of impact.

http://healthtype.org/
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REVIEW
ACTIVITIES

01ACTIVITY

Reflect on all you have learned in this module and complete the following activities.

Circle the development path that creates the Crusader body:

Ectomorph Endomorph-Ectomorph Mesomorph      Mesomorph-Ectomorph

Label the Lifestyle Priorities in priority order for the Crusader with 1 being the most 
impactful through to 6 being the least.

FOOD  _____

FITNESS _____

PLACE _____

Summarize the most effective way to communicate with the Crusader. 

MIND   _____

GENIUS _____

SOCIAL _____

http://healthtype.org/
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Note 3 points for each of the following areas that you think are important to understand 
about the Crusader. 

MIND

1.

2.

3.

REVIEW
ACTIVITIES

02ACTIVITY

GENIUS

1.

2.

3.

FOOD

1.

2.

3.

SOCIAL

1.

2.

3.

FITNESS

1.

2.

3.

PLACE

1.

2.

3.
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REVIEW
ACTIVITIES

03ACTIVITY

What is one characteristic of the Crusader that you might find challenging? 

When you encounter this characteristic, how will you use the HealthType information 
about the Crusader and your own natural instincts to best handle the situation?

Name one person who is a Crusader in your life. (Remember to use healthtypetest.org to 
find out the HealthType of your family and friends for free!) 

What insights have you gained from this information that will help improve your 
relationship with this person?
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